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Abstract

There has been a great deal of progress, as well as controversy, in understanding how

complex objects, in particular, human faces, are processed by the cortex. At the same time,

sophisticated neural network models have been developed that do many of the same tasks

required by these cortical areas. Such simplifying models allow us to explore hypotheses

concerning relatively complex domains such as face processing.

In this chapter, we give a somewhat idiosyncratic history of the development of neural

network models of face processing, concentrating on work at UCSD, and show how these

models have led to a novel hypothesis concerning processing of facial expression. While our

models have suggested a role for holistic representations of faces in identification, general

local features appear to be important in recognition of expression.
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Introduction

What are the features underlying face processing? This is a question that appears to have

been asked and answered multiple times. The most recent answer appears to be that the

features used in recognizing faces are “holistic” in nature (Farah et al., 1998; Biederman

and Kalocsai, 1998). Generally, holistic is used to refer to a system that is sensitive to

configural properties of the stimulus, and which displays context-dependent interpretation of

the parts (Farah et al., 1998). Both Farah and Biederman consider this to be characteristic

of face recognition versus visual object recognition, where the evidence suggests that “parts”

of the object are processed more independently, and changes in configurations of the parts

have less impact on recognition (see also discussions in Uttal, 1988, and in chapters by Uttal

and Wenger & Townsend, this volume).

One approach to getting insight into these questions is to use computational pattern

recognition models to discover which features are best for those models. The reasoning is

inductive: if certain features prove superior for these models, then perhaps they are useful

for brains as well. Negative (inductive) inferences may be drawn also: if one finds that there

is no pattern recognition model (in the current stable of such models) that can effectively

use a certain kind of visual feature, then one might be confident in predicting that the brain

does not use such a feature either.

On the other hand, if certain features prove effective for multiple pattern recognition

models — perhaps some kind of “universally efficacious” feature — then one might be con-

fident in predicting that the brain does use such a feature. Unfortunately, no such universal

features have been found. However, the wide variety of features in use today have proven

useful in many situations. While we cannot possibly provide a good review of all of these

in this chapter (see the chapter by O’Toole, Wenger & Townsend, this volume), we de-

vote the next section to a modest framework for discussing features and recent successful

(engineering-oriented) computational systems for face recognition.

In contrast to engineering-oriented approaches, our approach involves using pattern recog-

nition models that are also supposed to be cognitive models. These models are supposed

to provide a basis for the inductive leaps from model to human processing described above.
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The degree one believes such inductive leaps from a cognitive model to human information

processing depends on several things, such as (a) the biological plausibility of the model, (b)

the extent to which the model actually performs the same task as human subjects, (c) the

correlation between measures taken on human subjects and corresponding measures taken

from the model, (d) the extent to which the model provides novel insights into the nature of

the processing required for the task and (e) novel predictions extracted from the model that

turn out to be correct.

In our work, we tend to rely on neural network models to provide us with some degree of

biological plausibility. While the representation of “neurons” in such models is cartoon-like

at best, one hopes that at the level of network computation we are at least within range

of reality. We also make the effort to use the same stimuli for our models as are used in

human experiments, and to train our models to perform the same task. While the particular

training procedure we use (backpropagation) is not particularly biologically plausible, we

consider it to be an efficient search technique for finding networks that perform the task.

More biologically plausible learning schemes exist, but they tend to be extremely slow to

converge, while often achieving basically the same end result (Movellan and McClelland,

1993; Plaut, 1991).

In this chapter, we first consider what some of the possible dimensions of “feature space”

are, and illustrate these with a discussion of the features used in some recent engineering-

oriented face recognition models. In doing so, we hope to clarify to some extent what kinds of

features and systems might result in “holistic” processing. On the other hand, we explicitly

avoid definition of that term, as we believe that, like other terms such as “consciousness,” it

may not be a coherent category. We then review a sequence of neural network models of face

processing that were developed at UCSD (see also processing models developed by Wenger

& Townsend, this volume). We begin with a relatively simple model of face recognition

that provided a basis for understanding holistic processing. We then turn to models of

expression recognition that are successful in some of the ways suggested above: First, they

work reasonably well on stimuli that are very similar to those presented to human subjects.

Second, they demonstrate considerable agreement with several response variables in facial

expression recognition. Finally, they provide insight into the kinds of features that may
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prove most efficacious for this task.

Farah and Biederman’s positions raise the interesting question as to whether holistic face

processing is mandatory, or whether different face processing tasks require different types

of processing. The double dissociation between facial identification and facial expression

identification in brain damaged patients provides some evidence that the two tasks rely on

different representations and/or processing mechanisms. Our work showing that local (non-

holistic) features are efficacious for expression identification provides a possible explanation

for the double dissociation and, if holistic representations are used in other face processing

tasks, indicates that there may be multiple representations of faces in cortex. In any case,

it is important to be specific about the task when discussing representational issues.

Features

In this section we consider some of the dimensions of feature space. The space of possible

features is huge, and while the set useful for face processing is probably somewhat smaller, it

must still be large. In this necessarily abbreviated review (again, also see O’Toole, Wenger

& Townsend’s chapter, this volume), we will consider just three dimensions of this space

(see Figure 1) that have proved useful in practical face identification systems. We should

also be clear here that when we use the word “features,” most of the time we are referring

to what may be termed first order features, that is, features that are computed relatively

directly from the image. This is to be contrasted with second order features, that is, features

that are computed from the first order features. For example, traditional features such as

measurements of the distance between the eyes are necessarily second order features, as first

order features such as the locations of the eyes (perhaps computed by template matching)

would have to be computed first.

The first consideration is the spatial extent of the features relative to the object of interest.

These may be divided into global features, spanning roughly the image of the whole object

at one extreme, and local features, spanning only small subregions of the image subtended

by the object. A simple example is a system that uses stored images of the whole face as a

feature. This is clearly a global feature. Systems that store images of a person’s nose, eyes,
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and mouth would be using local features. Both of these are examples of template matching

approaches.

The second dimension we consider is whether the features are rigidly applied to a partic-

ular region of the image (e.g. Cottrell and Fleming, 1990; Fleming and Cottrell, 1990; Turk

and Pentland, 1991), or are allowed to deform or move with respect to one another and the

image being processed (e.g. Yuille, 1991). As a toy example, consider the idea given above

of a system that stored images of face parts, such as eyes, mouths and noses. They might be

stored with the expected relative distances between them (a second order feature). Allowing

the individual parts of this template to move to the best match on the face is an example of a

deformable template approach. This can be more flexible in terms of matching faces slightly

rotated out of perfectly frontal views, which, in the image, will make the eyes relatively

closer together. We call this the “rigid/deformable” distinction. Deformable templates have

proved the useful in recent applications of computer techniques to face recognition (Wiskott

et al., 1997). A recent innovation has been in the use of a probabilistic characterization of

how the templates or features deform to characterize within-subject versus between-subject

distinctions (Moghaddam et al., 1996).

Finally, with the third dimension, we would like to draw attention to the issue of whether

the features are learned from examples in the domain of interest, that is, derived from

the data itself, usually in the service of the task, or are pre-determined. We call this the

“problem-specific/untuned” distinction. Gabor filters (defined below), for example, are not

tuned to the task, although researchers have (over the years) tuned the exact form of the

filters by manipulating free parameters such as scale, orientation, and spatial frequency

(e.g. Buhmann et al., 1990; Wiskott et al., 1997). On the other hand, eigenfeatures (e.g.

Padgett and Cottrell, 1997; Pentland et al., 1994), independent components (e.g. Bartlett

and Sejnowski, 1998) and intensity surfaces (e.g. Nastar and Pentland, 1995; Moghaddam et

al., 1996) are learned from the data (again, most of these feature types are defined below).

These three dimensions ignore many possible distinctions, such as 2-D (or view-based)

vs. 3-D (or volume-based), static or temporal, and active versus passive sensing. However,

most of the most successful approaches to face recognition to date use static, view-based,

passively sensed features (Moghaddam et al., 1996; Okada et al., 1998; Wiskott et al., 1997).
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Local/Global Axis

Problem-specific/Untuned Axis

Rigid/Deformable Axis

LRU

LDULDS

GDS

GRUGRS

LRS

GDU

Eigenfaces

(???)

Eigenfeatures

USC deformable
Gabor templates

MIT 9/96

Yuille

(???)

(???)

(???)

Figure 1: The Necker Cube of feature space: L/G: local/global; R/D: Rigid/Deformable;

S/U: problem-specific/untuned. Examples of systems are placed near their regions in the

space.
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While these distinctions are important, and may provide the basis for even better approaches

to face recognition than the current state of the art, for now, we will focus our attention

upon the ones outlined.

Now, let us consider some of the features actually used in recent face recognition systems

to illustrate some of the points in the feature space outlined above. The shortest step from

using actual face images as templates (or features) is to use eigenfaces. These are features

that are computed from the covariance matrix of the face images used as a training set. That

is, face image i is treated as a vector, by simply concatenating the rows of the image into

one long vector, ~Fi. The mean face vector ~µ is computed, and then the covariance matrix is

constructed:

C =
∑

i

(~Fi − ~µ)
T
(~Fi − ~µ) (1)

The eigenvectors of this matrix are called the principal components of the data.1 These

components amount to a rotated coordinate system for the data, centered on the mean

of the data. They are typically ordered in terms of the amount of variance accounted for

(which corresponds to the eigenvalues of each eigenvector). It turns out that when the data

is projected onto the top k components (rather than all of them) and then reconstructed by

mapping back to the original dimensions, the reconstruction is optimal in the least squared

error sense for k components. This has uses in data compression, but it is also useful in

throwing away variance that may be noise. When this technique is used with face images,

the resulting eigenvectors are called “eigenfaces.” An example set of eigenfaces are shown

in Figure 6. When the identical techniques are applied to images of eyes, mouths and noses

separately, they are called “eigenfeatures,” or more specifically, “eigeneyes,” “eigenmouths,”

etc. Examples of eigeneyes are shown in Figure 8.

Both of these kinds of features can be used for face identification systems.2 Given a set of

1Some researchers call the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix the “principal component eigenvectors,”

and reserve the word “principal components” for the values of the projections of the data onto these eigen-

vectors.
2In the literature, these are often called “face recognition systems,” but this should not be confused with

the “old/new” task used in psychological studies of face recognition. See also the discussion in the O’Toole,
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training images, the eigenfaces or eigenfeatures are computed from carefully aligned images.

Then each face can be represented as the vector of numbers resulting from its projection

onto the first k principal components (k can be chosen to maximize performance on a subset

of the training data held out to use for this purpose). This gives a vector of k numbers

representing the face. Then, given a new image, it is also first aligned by the same procedure

as the original images, projected onto the same k components, and then a match score is

computed via some distance or similarity measure between its k-dimensional representation

and that of the stored images. The best match is the presumed “identity” of the new face.

Placing these features in our three-dimensional feature space, both of them are “learned”

from the data, as they inherently depend on the statistics of the training set. Both of them

are rigidly applied, as both the training and new images must be subject to careful alignment

procedures. Finally, eigenfaces are clearly global features, while eigenfeatures are local with

respect to the whole face. Pentland and his colleagues (Pentland et al., 1994) have shown

that these two kinds of features perform about equally well for face identification systems.

Systems that use eigenfaces are now used as a baseline for comparison with new approaches.

A second popular feature for face identification is the 2-D Gabor wavelet filter (Daugman,

1985). A Gabor filter is a two-dimensional sinusoid localized by a Gaussian envelope; it can

be tuned to a particular orientation and spatial frequency. Examples are shown in Figure 2.

One way of defining the kernel function is:

G(~k, ~x) = exp (i~k · ~x) exp

(
−k2~x · ~x

2σ2

)
,

where

~k = [k cos φ, k sin φ]T

and k ≡ |~k| controls the spatial frequency (scale) of the filter function G, ~x is a point in

the plane relative the wavelet’s origin, φ is the angular orientation of the filter, and σ is a

constant. This filter is biologically motivated — it is a good model of observed receptive

fields of simple cells in cat striate cortex (Jones and Palmer, 1987). von der Malsburg and

colleagues form a “jet” by extracting the response of several filters with different orientation

and spatial frequency tunings from a single point in the image. As an image feature detector,

Wenger & Townsend chapter, this volume.
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the jet exhibits some invariance to background, translation, distortion, and size (Buhmann

et al., 1990b), and provides a good basis for face identification systems (Lades et al., 1993;

Wiskott et al., 1997).

As an example, the face identification systems developed at USC and Bochum by von der Mals-

burg and colleagues use Gabor jets. The original approach assumed a fixed rectangular grid

of feature locations on the images (Lades et al., 1993). A Gabor jet was extracted at each

location, using five scales and eight orientations, and both sine and cosine waves within the

Gaussian envelope. This give rise to 80 numbers at every location. The magnitude of the

filter response is recorded (that is, square root of sum of the squares of the sine and cosine

responses, which reduces the set of numbers to 40). Now, given a new face, the same grid

is placed over the face. However, the grid is allowed to deform by moving the feature points

according to how well they match each stored face. The model assumes the grid points are

connected by “springs,” but are “attracted” to the best fitting nearby point (for each face).

This is computationally intensive (because it has to be done for each face in the database),

but it results in a match that is much less sensitive to, for example, moderate rotations of

the face left or right.

Gabor filters are an example of an untuned feature, since they are not learned from the

data but predefined. They are also clearly deformable in the way they are commonly used.

However, they span the local/global axis, to the extent that the larger scale components of

the jet subtend a large fraction of the face.

To give an example of a recently developed feature that goes beyond our simple classi-

fication scheme given above, the September 1996 MIT system (Phillips et al., 1997)3 is a

hybrid system. It uses eigenfaces to extract the top matches, followed by a ranking of these

via a more computationally intensive algorithm. The refinement algorithm uses the idea of

intensity surfaces, which are face images treated as a 3-D surface, with the intensity values

forming the third dimension. Examples of several intensity surfaces are shown in Figure 3.

3The designation of this system as the “September 1996 MIT system” is due to its participation in the

Army’s Face Recognition Technology (FERET) program. This program is intended to quantify how well

face identification technology has developed by having face identification “contests” on large galleries of

faces. The MIT (usually eigenfaces) and USC systems (Gabor jets) have been consistently high-performing

competitors.
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Figure 2: A set of Gabor filters of five different scales and orientations.
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While these first order features fit into our classification scheme (they are global, learned and

rigid), the use of them is not. The system learns a probabilistic characterization of how the

intensity surface deforms between two images of the same person (for example, between the

left and right surfaces in Figure 3). It also learns how different subjects’ intensity surfaces

deform when mapped to one another (for example, between the top and bottom surfaces

in Figure 3). Using an eigenspace decomposition of these two transformations, the system

compares the transformations of the top matches to the probe face. The similarity of these

transformations to the within-person deformation is used to rank the images (Moghaddam

et al., 1996). This is a third order feature: The transformations between intensity surfaces

are a second order feature (a relationship between the first order features, the intensity

surfaces). The similarity of these transformations is then a third order feature.

The above examples have been taken from face identification systems developed in the

computer science community. While these systems have not generally been put forth as

cognitive models (but see Phillips et al. 1999), as mentioned above, we believe it is still

important to consider what kinds of features are used in real systems, as these may be useful

intuition pumps for considering how the human brain may perform the task. Again, if these

systems did not perform well, then the insights to be gained would be dubious. Hence it is of

interest to know just how well current systems are doing at this task. The face identification

task (matching a new image with a face from a known gallery of faces) can be performed

quite well when the novel images are taken in the same session, with minor variations in

expression. Performance is over 95% on galleries of over 800 such images (Phillips et al.,

1998), when measured in terms of the algorithm ranking the correct image within the top

10.4 Deciding which algorithm is “best” often depends on which test one looks at. All of the

algorithms appear to be constantly improving even though the gallery size is increasing, but

some are better at some kinds of tests than others. The hardest tests administered as part

of this program involve images taken over a year apart using a different camera and lighting

(somewhat ironically termed “duplicates”), and images where the probe face is rotated away

4These results are based on a large database of images developed as part of the Department of Defense’s

Face Recognition Technology (FERET) program. The datasets have become more difficult over the years,

as the FERET competitions uncover which variants make face identification difficult.
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Figure 3: Examples of intensity surfaces. Rows are same face, columns are same expression.
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from the camera. The top systems perform about equally well at the frontal view, same day

task. However, the systems using deformable templates based on Gabor filters appear to do

somewhat better with faces slightly turned away from the camera.

Finally, we would like to point out that our review of these systems suggests that it

is important to consider the entire face identification system when thinking about possible

measures that may resolve the holistic/part-based question. For example, one can easily

build a face recognition system from Gabor jets that are restricted to the smaller scales.

Thus, each feature would correspond to local features. However, these local features would

be connected in a grid, and matching to a new face includes deforming that grid to find

the best fit. Since the grid “resists” deformation via the spring analogy, there are positional

relationships between the features that affect the matching process. This is clearly configural.

Hence a system that starts with first order local features can end up looking “holistic,” by

recent definitions of the term.

Finally, we should note that the particular face processing task being performed will also

impact the kind of representations that are best for the task. In what follows, we show that

there are differences in efficacy (given a particular kind of classifier) between different feature

types for the task of facial expression identification.

A sequence of models

Here, we describe a sequence of neural network models of face processing developed at UCSD.

We shall see that while global, problem-specific, rigid features “work” on the small databases

we tested them on (and on larger databases by extrapolating from the early FERET tests of

the MIT eigenfaces system), and they provide an intuitive basis for understanding holistic

processing, they are not ideal for all face processing tasks, even on small databases.

Face recognition via holons

In a series of papers (Cottrell and Fleming, 1990; Fleming and Cottrell, 1990; Cottrell, 1990),

we described a model of face recognition that used an autoencoder as a preprocessor (Ackley

et al., 1985; Rumelhart et al., 1986a; Rumelhart et al., 1986b). The basic architecture of
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the preprocessor is quite simple (see Figure 4). It consists of a input layer of units, one for

each pixel in the image, a smaller hidden layer, and a layer of outputs equal in size to the

input layer. The network is trained by backpropagation to replicate the input pattern on the

output. This identity mapping task is interesting for several reasons. First, by replicating

the input through a narrow channel of hidden units, the network must extract regularities

in the input patterns at the hidden unit layer. Second, since the output is the same as the

input, the network can be considered to be self-supervised. Thus, we have a system that

extracts regularities from its environment in a self-organizing way. By simply identifying the

output and input layers (that is, by “folding over” the network), it is easy to imagine this as

a system that extracts features from its environment that preserve the most information, in

the mean-squared error sense, as this is the error minimized by standard back propagation.

This error criterion is important, because it leads to a particular kind of feature being

extracted by the network: the principal components of the data (Baldi and Hornik, 1989;

Cottrell and Munro, 1988)5. In this case, the principal components of facial data resemble

ghostly-looking “faces” we called holons (later called “eigenfaces” by Turk and Pentland –

again, see Figure 6 for examples of eigenfaces), and we suggested that they may provide a

computational basis for understanding single-cell recordings from so-called “face cells.”

In Cottrell and Fleming (1990), we specified the term “holon” to apply more generally to

any representational element “if its receptive field subtends the whole object whose represen-

tation it is participating in. Further, we want[ed] to require that the information in a set of

holons in the ideal case be maximally distributed: i.e., the entropy of any unit is maximized.

The latter restriction eliminates grandmother cells, insures that the representation be noise

resistant, and also distributes the processing load evenly... A weak point of our definition is

the difficulty of defining precisely the notion of a ‘whole object’.”6

5We should make clear that the principal components are extracted only by autoencoders. Neural net-

works trained to perform classification tasks do not, in general, extract principal components. Also, the

hidden unit weight vectors do not actually line up with the principal components; rather, they span the

principal subspace.
6This idea has been better formalized by the recent work on Independent Component Analysis. There,

the correct notion is the maximization of the joint entropy, which captures the idea of maximal distribution

of information.
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COPY

FACE? M/F?

HIDDEN

INPUT

OUTPUT

TARGET = INPUT

Feature Extraction Network

Face Recognition Network

BOB, CAROL, TED, ALICE

Figure 4: The face recognition system of Cottrell & Fleming. The left side shows the

autoencoder network that extracts features from faces. Faces are represented as gray scale

values scaled to the 0-1 range. The right side shows the face recognition network, which uses

the hidden layer representations as input.
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The intuition gained by analyzing this system was that the holistic templates developed

by our system were not grandmother cells. All of the faces presented to the system activated

multiple hidden units. As another check, we drove the recognition network by individual

hidden units. All of the cells activated multiple name units at the output, and these usually

included both males and females. We can think of these, then, as distributed templates that

participate in representing all of the individuals in the training set. While the input to our

system was not representative of the inputs to so-called “face cells” in inferior temporal cor-

tex, the network provides an intuition pump for understanding how cells could be responding

quite strongly to faces, yet not specifically to any one face. These units show how face cells

can provide a distributed representation of individuals. At the time, this computational ex-

ample of features that spanned the whole object (what we have called global features here)

and yet did not represent any one object seemed as good an example of “holistic features”

as any.

These systems demonstrated that holistic features are useful for face recognition. How-

ever, the issue is not settled. In other relatively recent work, Pentland and colleagues (Pent-

land et al., 1994) have shown that locally-derived features, eigeneyes and eigenmouths) did

just about as well as eigenfaces for face recognition purposes on a large database. This kind

of evidence suggests that either kind of feature is good enough, which, unfortunately, leaves

us where we started.

It is worthwhile to repeat that one must be cautious, and not restrict the application

of the term “holistic” to global features. As mentioned above, some of the most successful

recent systems for face recognition have used a representation that is not based on global

features, yet the system may still be termed holistic. In particular, the von der Malsburg

group’s system used Gabor filters tied together by an elastic network, which was “stretched”

when finding the best match of the filters to a novel face. Thus there is relational, second

order information in the application of this filter-matching process to a face. In other words,

there is configural information used in the matching process, which is one of the definitions

of holistic as the term is used by Farah.

Finally, a hybrid system that includes both local and global features may be considered.

Systems have been demonstrated (Bartlett et al., 1996) that usefully combine the results of
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local and global classifiers to achieve better results than any of the component classifiers.

This suggests that one must be careful in interpreting the results of experiments that show

degradation in tasks that presumably use only part-based representations. This could be a

degradation in a system that uses both kinds of features. Farah and colleagues are careful to

state (parenthetically) that their hypothesis concerning holistic representations may simply

mean that part-based features are relatively less important in face processing. This is a weak

form of the hypothesis that, in the context of a hybrid system, would be suggesting that the

weighting on a component of the system using part-based features is simply less than the

weighting on a component of the system using more holistic features.

However, it is still instructive to know what features are most efficacious for which tasks.

In particular, our results suggest that local, untuned features are best for expression recog-

nition. This is the subject of the remainder of the chapter.

EMPATH

The typical task used in face processing experiments that assess the holistic versus part-based

question is that of face recognition and face identification. Face recognition may be defined

by the typical old/new judgement. That is, was this face in the study set? This task is often

used to suggest how we recognize faces as familiar. On the other hand, face identification is

the task of saying who this face is (cf. the O’Toole et al. chapter, this volume).

The question naturally arises as to whether all face processing tasks are best served by

holistic features. In order to test this question, Cottrell & Metcalfe embarked on a project to

apply the above face identification system to facial emotion recognition. We gathered facial

images of undergraduate psychology students at UCSD, whom we asked to “look happy,”

“look sad,” “look bored,” etc. During this process, except for one student who also worked

as a mime, we noticed that the subjects were much better at portraying positive emotions

than negative ones, and that, in general, the variance in their expressions was not high.

The expression recognition system was identical to the face recognition system described

earlier (see Figure 4), except that in addition to identity and gender outputs, the classi-

fier network had emotion labels. The resulting network, dubbed EMPATH (for EMotion

PATtern recognition using Holons), was a dismal failure (Cottrell and Metcalfe, 1991). The
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system reliably identified the individuals and correctly learned their gender. However, when

it came to emotion labels, the system could not even learn the training set. Consistent with

the observations made during image capture, the network was able to perform reasonably

well on the positive emotions. On the other hand, the confusion matrix for the system,

when compared to human subjects trying to classify the same images, showed a pattern in-

consistent with the human data, with the network confusing positive and negative emotion

portrayals.

There are two possible conclusions one can make from this. First, we may have had bad

data, as we observed that psychology sophomores from UCSD were poor at feigning emotions.

Many studies of facial expression recognition suffer from feigned emotion portrayals. For

example, when asked to “look happy,” many subjects display a so-called “cognitive smile,”

which does not engage the muscles around the eyes. Second, we may have been using

features that were inappropriate for the task. Emotion recognition is a quite different task

than identification. Recognizing a person’s expression may require ignoring their identity.

Perhaps features appropriate for identity are particularly bad for expression recognition.

Additional evidence that the processes of face identification and emotion recognition may

be independent may be gleaned from studies that show that (a) prosopagnosics are capable

of recognizing facial expression in photographs, without knowing who it is (or even that

successive photographs are of the same person) (Tranel et al., 1988); and (b) that brain-

damaged subjects who show difficulty identifying certain facial expressions will nevertheless

be able to discriminate identity (Adolphs et al., 1994; Adolphs et al., 1995).

EMPATH-II

In more recent work, we have shown that both of the above conclusions were correct. We

developed a relatively successful expression recognition system7 using the Ekman and Friesen

Pictures of Facial Affect (POFA) database (Ekman and Friesen, 1976). The initial experi-

ment, described below, resolves to some extent the question of “which features are good for

expression recognition, global or local?” It also examines the question of whether features

7Here, we dub this system “EMPATH-II,” although for reasons that will become obvious, the expansion

of the acronym no longer applies.
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tuned to the data are good for the task or whether nonspecific features are superior. The

following work represents a recent replication of (Padgett and Cottrell, 1997; Padgett, 1998),

with minor changes in methodology.

A crucial resource for this project was the POFA database. This database was developed

using actors trained in the Facial Action Coding System (FACS). The FACS system was

developed by Ekman and colleagues to provide an objective standard for both producing and

coding pictures of facial affect. It involves a set of 46 facial actions, using muscles and muscle

groups that can be moved independently. In the database, by combining particular facial

actions, the actors portrayed one of six emotions: happiness, sadness, fear, anger, surprise, or

disgust. There are also images in the database corresponding to no facial actions, otherwise

known as “neutral” faces. The database has been verified via testing on undergraduates,

and only those images that over 70% of subjects agree are the attested emotion are included

in the dataset.

The database comes in the form of 35mm slides. We scanned the slides and normalized

the digitized images. For each face, we manually located three points (the center of the left

eye, the center of the right eye, and the bottom of the top row of teeth) and linearly warped

these points to standard locations by rotation, scaling, and cropping. As a final step before

any processing or feature extraction, we normalized each image’s pixel values to the same

mean and standard deviation. Figure 5 shows several example faces.8

A goal of this work was to compare the efficacy of different kinds of features, including

eigenfaces, for emotion recognition (Padgett & Cottrell, 1995, 1997). For our study, we

used 14 individuals (6 male, 8 female). The database contains multiple examples of some

emotions from the same individual, and for some individuals, not all emotions are in the

database. Since the dataset size was small, and neural networks require large amounts of

data to generalize well, we used all applicable examples (slightly biasing our training set).

This resulted in 18 happy faces, 17 sad, 17 angry, 15 afraid, 15 disgusted and 14 surprised,

for a total of 96 images.

8Dr. Ekman has graciously allowed us to share this digitized version with other researchers for a reduced

fee compared to the original database. Please send email to gary@cs.ucsd.edu for further information.
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Figure 5: Examples from the Pictures of Facial Affect database normalized and cropped.

These are images of “JJ” portraying Anger, Disgust, Neutral, Surprise, Happiness (twice),

Fear, and Sadness.
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Feature sets

We examined three types of features for expression recognition: eigenfaces, eigenfeatures

(PCA of eye and mouth regions), and eigenvectors of random 64 × 64 pixel patches from

the database (this technique is sometimes known as local PCA). All three representations

involve projection of all or part of the face image onto a set of basis vectors computed with

principal components analysis (PCA). A vector of the resulting projection coefficients can

then be fed into a classifier such as a neural network ensemble (described below).

• Eigenfaces: The first feature type, the eigenface, is an eigenvector of the covariance

matrix of the face image set. The vectors are ordered by the amount of variance they

account for, so the first eigenface is the one that accounts for the most variance in the

face data set. The most significant 10 are shown in Figure 6.9 These correspond to

global, rigid, problem-specific features.

• Eigenfeatures: The second representation, eigenfeatures, uses the same process, ex-

cept that the data used to find the principal components are restricted to the rect-

angular regions around the eyes and mouth (treated separately). Figure 7 shows the

location of the eye and mouth eigenfeature samples (the larger outer boxes). Our data

set’s top ten left “eigeneyes” are shown in Figure 8. These correspond to local, rigid,

problem-specific features.

• Local principal component eigenvectors: For the third representation, local PCA,

we computed the principal components of 1000 64×64 pixel patches sampled uniformly

from random positions in random faces in the database, with overlap allowed.10 These

eigenvectors yield a “basis image” representation that resembles the filtering performed

9Though the actual eigenvectors are relative to an origin defined by the “average” face, we visualize them

by stretching each vector’s maximum and minimum values to 0 and 255 individually. Some researchers will

do a global stretch, where the same transformation, based on the global maximum and minimum value, is

applied to each eigenvector. The results can look quite different, so it is important for visualization purposes

to know which technique is being used.
10We left out two of the 14 subjects, initials “A” and “C,” to ensure that classifier generalization does not

depend on using the same face images for feature computation and classification.
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by cells in primary visual cortex; Figure 9 shows 15 of the basis images. The features

correspond to local, rigid features that are not tuned to the problem, nor are they

explicitly part-based, though they are used to extract responses from regions around

salient parts of the face.11

Now, to treat these basis vectors as features, for the eigenface network, a given face

image is first normalized for luminance (to the same mean and variance used in obtaining

the eigenfaces). We then subtract the “average” face (obtained earlier) and project the

result onto the first k principal component eigenvectors, or eigenfaces. Thus, an input to

the network is a “loading” on these k features. Since these loadings have widely varying

variances, we normalize them by subtracting their mean and dividing by their standard

deviation to produce “Z-scores” (Bishop, 1995).12 Similarly, for the eyes and mouth, we

again normalize luminance then project the subimages around the eyes and mouth onto the

k most significant eigeneyes and eigenmouths. Finally, for the local PCA features, we project

the eye and mouth portion of the face image onto the first k overlapping square 64×64 local

principal component eigenvectors. Again, we normalized the resulting projection coefficients

for both local representations by their standard deviation to produce Z-scores.

The locations of these overlapping regions are also shown in Figure 7. There, one can see

the three large outer blocks around the mouth and each eye that were used for eigenfeatures,

and the seven smaller overlapping 64 × 64 squares within them that were used for the local

PCA projections.

Classification with neural network ensembles

To compare these representations, we trained classifiers for each input representation. The

classifier is a combination of several standard neural networks (we call this a “flock” of

networks).
11One can argue whether we have placed these in the proper part of the space of features, since they are

derived from the data in this task. However, if we take the principal components of any natural scene at a

small enough scale, we will get features similar to these (Baddeley and Hancock, 1991).
12The astute reader will note that, if the projections onto the eigenvectors are Z-scored after projection,

subtraction of the mean in advance makes no difference! Since all of our features are Z-scored, we ignore

this detail in what follows.
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Figure 6: The first 10 eigenfaces of the normalized Pictures of Facial Affect (POFA) database.

Each is individually normalized to the [0,255] brightness range (see text).
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Figure 7: Regions used for eigenfeature and local PCA projection. Eigenfeatures use the

three large regions around the eyes and mouth. Local PCA uses the seven overlapping square

sub-blocks within the feature regions — two for each eye and three for the mouth.
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Figure 8: First 10 eigeneyes of the POFA database.
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Figure 9: First 15 local principal component eigenvectors from the POFA database.
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Each individual network in a flock has a hidden layer containing 10 units using the logistic

activation function:

σ(x) =
1

1 + e−x
(2)

where

x =
∑

i

wi × inputi (3)

is the weighted sum of the inputs. The output layer contains 6 units, one for each emotion

(also using Equation 2, and Equation 3 is applied to the hidden unit activations instead of

the input). We trained the networks (that is, set the wi’s) with backpropagation of mean

squared error (Rumelhart et al., 1986a). For the training signal, we used the observed

response vectors provided with the POFA slides by Ekman and Friesen. After training,

the network outputs yj for emotion j are converted to probabilities by using the softmax

equation:

oj =
eyj∑
k eyk

(4)

The “flocks” of networks arose as follows. A standard approach to training a neural

network, in order to avoid overtraining (which can result in poor generalization, if the training

set is memorized), is to use a “hold-out set” of examples from the training set that are

not used to change weights, but to estimate how the network will generalize to unseen

data (Bishop, 1995). When generalization on this set of examples begins to decrease, training

is halted. This is called “early stopping.” We performed early stopping, holding out a

single individual’s images. Because of our limited training set, the technique can possibly

perform poorly if we happen to pick a poor hold-out individual. If the hold-out individual’s

expressions are too easy to decode, the training could stop too late, and if they are too hard,

training could stop too early. In order to avoid this problem, we trained multiple networks,

each one using a different individual as a hold-out. Thus, for a given training set, we ended

up with a “flock” of networks. This is shown in Figure 10.

However, one also wants completely novel data after training to test generalization. So,

we trained 14 different flocks, each flock using a different individual for testing generaliza-

tion after training (this technique is called leave-one-out cross validation or the jackknife
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Figure 10: The classifier architecture. Each network is trained individually on a slightly

different subset of the dataset, and their results combined using a softmax (see text).
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procedure). Since each flock is trained on 13 individuals, then, we have 13 networks per

flock. The final output of the flock, Oj for emotion j, is the average over the flock of each

member’s (softmax) output:

Oj =
1

13

∑
k

ojk (5)

where k indexes a flock member. This represents the probability that the facial emotion

being portrayed in the input is the jth one.

Results

Figure 11 displays the expected generalization achieved by ensembles initially seeded with

small random weights for an increasing number of features in the respective representational

spaces. That is, from left to right, we are adding one more principal component (in order

of decreasing variance) to the corresponding representation. One should be aware that each

point at a particular X-axis location represents quite different numbers of inputs to the

networks, as adding one more eigenfeature adds 3 more inputs to the network, while doing

the same for the eigenfaces and local PCA result in 1 and 7 more inputs, respectively. Hence

this graph is biased in favor of the Local PCA representation, as it has many more inputs

than the others. We consider the same data from the “number of inputs” point of view

below. Each data point represents the average of 10 trials. The error bars reflect a 95%

confidence interval on the mean. The curve (generalization rate vs. number of features) was

evaluated at 19 pattern sizes for each representation.

Figure 11 shows that if Cottrell and Metcalfe had had a good database, they might have

achieved generalization rates for novel individuals of on the order of 83% (eigenface curve),

as this is essentially the EMPATH model with good data. This shows that eigenfaces are a

good representation for expression recognition. However, the rest of the graph suggests that

these are not the best features for expression recognition. Despite an early advantage at the

smallest pattern size, eigenfeatures turn out to be relatively poor for this problem. On the

other hand, these data demonstrate that better classification rates can be obtained using

localized features that are not tuned to the data. An 87% generalization rate is achieved

using local PCA features with 350 inputs (the top 50 local principal component eigenvectors
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placed at seven locations on the face). This compares favorably with the results obtained

from techniques that use dynamic facial action sequences (Cohn et al., 1999; Bartlett, 1998;

Essa and Pentland, 1997; Yacoob and Davis, 1996). Such schemes make use of the dynamics

of facial movement relative to the neutral face, which is not possible on novel, static face

images, for humans or networks. The static image classification approach affords direct

comparison of our model’s performance to that of humans in psychological studies using

static images (Ekman and Friesen, 1977; Etcoff and Magee, 1992; Beale and Keil, 1995a;

Young et al., 1997).

Another view of this same data is given in Figure 12. Here, we plot the generalization

as a function of number of inputs to the network. This plot then corrects for the amount

of information given to each network by the feature projections. The graph shows an early

advantage for eigenfaces, with a late-arriving, but steadily increasing generalization level

with the local PCA representation. Figure 13 carries the graph out further for the local

PCA. There is an intrinsic limit on the number of eigenface features that can be obtained

from this dataset (no more than the number of individual images minus one). The eigenfaces

are able to essentially give complete information by the last eigenface, but there is still a

generalization advantage to be gained from the local PCA representation.

What all of these graphs show is that there is a “sweet spot” for all of these represen-

tations, beyond which the generalization is hurt. There are two possible reasons for this.

One is that more and more information about identity is given in the low-variance princi-

pal components, which is noise with respect to this task. Another is that the networks are

unable to ignore this noise as it becomes a larger part of the input. Recall that z-scoring

the projections makes them all equally strong in the input. Apparently, back-propagation

is unable to filter out these uninformative inputs. Another observation to make here is that

variance does not always equal information, especially with respect to a particular task.

Discussion

This work shows that, at least for the face database and kind of classifier we used, localized,

untuned features are best for extracting expression from faces. This is in contrast to previ-

ous successes using eigenfaces for facial identification. This reflects the difference between
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these two tasks — facial expression identification requires finding something common across

individuals, while face identification requires finding something different. Thus one might

hypothesize that different features underlie these tasks in humans. Under this hypothesis,

expression identification taps a lower-level, more spatially localized representation than does

face identification.

One must be cautious, of course, in deriving such a conclusion, for several reasons. First,

the differences we found between local and global features were relatively small. There is an

optimal number of inputs for eigenfaces that leads to 83% correct, while local untuned fea-

tures leads to 87% correct. Second, it has been shown in previous work that combining votes

from local and global based classifiers can improve performance. Uttal and colleagues (Uttal

et al., 1995a; Uttal et al., 1995b) and especially (Uttal, this volume) have proposed that face

processing may use either or both kinds of features, depending on the available information

in each. He has proposed a weighted AND/OR circuit, where input from either kind of

feature each may have sufficient information for a decision, and when each is relatively weak,

the combination of the two will do. The contribution from each kind of feature would give

diminishing returns in the case where there is a lot of information on the other channel. The

nonlinear sigmoidal function used in neural networks is, of course, an excellent example of

such a circuit.

Finally, what is perhaps most interesting is that with appropriate feature extraction,

both expression recognition and identity recognition can be learned quite well by a general-

purpose pattern classifier such as the backpropagation network. There is nothing inherently

“special” about such networks.

Modeling human performance

As discussed in the introduction, aside from showing efficacy for a particular task, we also

will tend to believe a model to the extent that it mimics human data on the task. In order

to evaluate this aspect of our model, we applied the best version of EMPATH-II to the

issue of categorical perception of emotions. In the following, we detail two experiments.

The first compares human responses to model responses on the same images. The test data
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Figure 11: Generalization curves for feature-based representations and full-face representa-

tion. Error bars denote a 95% confidence interval on the mean over 10 runs with different

initial random weights. X-axis is number of principal component eigenvectors used for each.
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Figure 12: Generalization curves for feature-based representations and full-face representa-

tion. Error bars denote a 95% confidence interval on the mean over 10 runs with different

initial random weights. X-axis is the total number of principal component projections used

for each.
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Figure 13: Generalization curves for the Local PCA-based representation. Everything else

is as in previous Figure.
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are dissolves (a kind of “poor man’s morphs”) from one expression to another. The second

experiment compares the model to data from a published study that investigates human

responses to morphs from all possible transitions for a particular subject in the database.

The results are mixed: While some of the data is well-described by our model, further work

is needed to account for all of it. To the extent that the model’s performance matches the

data, we believe that this work shows that local untuned features are a good candidate for

what is used in expression recognition by humans.

Experiment 1

Inspired by Etcoff and Magee’s finding of categorical perception in transitions between emo-

tional expressions, represented as line drawings (Etcoff and Magee, 1992), we wanted to

approach the issue of categorical expression using images of actual facial expressions of emo-

tion. This work was carried out apparently concurrently with the human subjects work of

Calder et al. (1996), which used image-quality morphs of expression, and parallels it in some

respects.

Methods

To determine the type of transitions that the neural network model exhibits, we linearly

transformed a face image of an individual expressing one emotion to the same individual

expressing another at fixed intervals using a simple averaging technique in pixel space. That

is, we simply formed the weighted average of images from two different emotions, with the

weights moving progressively from one end of the sequence to the other. We used 9 steps: .9 of

the first face with .1 of the other, .8 of the first with .2 of the other, etc. In computer graphics,

this technique is called a dissolve. It worked reasonably well in this domain because we used

registered images (the “normalization” we performed earlier), and the subject at either end

was the same person. However, some artifacts do appear occasionally in the images, such

as two mouths. Images in the resulting dissolve sequence can then be transformed into

the input representation (the local PCA representation) and presented to the classifier as

described in the previous section. Figure 14 shows a typical image sequence generated by
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this process.

It is possible that the human response data that the network was trained with in the

previous section could inform the network concerning the similarities seen by humans be-

tween the emotion images. If, for example, when subjects are presented with a portrayal of

“disgust,” and respond “disgust” 90% of the time and “angry” 10% of the time, then the

network training signal for that image would be .9 on the Disgust output and .1 on Angry.

This potentially biases the network’s category boundaries to be more like the human ones, as

this suggests that Angry is slightly similar to Disgust. Back propagation would then derive

features such that this would be the case. To remove this possible source of information to

the network, we trained a new set of networks on purely binary outputs, where the target for

the emotion label most frequently used by Ekman’s subjects for a particular image is 1 and

all others are 0. Otherwise, as before, this training was on the original, prototype images.

For this experiment, the “raw” ensemble output for emotion j is:

aj =
11∑
i=1

yij

where yij is the output of ensemble component network i on emotion j. This is converted to

a Z score:

zj =
aj − āj

σj

where āj and σj are the average and standard deviation of the raw ensemble output for

emotion j over all training patterns.13 The “final” ensemble output, Oj for emotion j, is the

softmax of the Z scores:

Oj =
ezj∑7
i=1 ezi

The same training and stopping methodology for the flock is employed. However, for this

study, we allowed ourselves a single fitting parameter, A, which was 1.0 during training, but

then was adapted after training to human subject data (but not to the data we were trying

to account for!):

Oj =
eA∗(aj−avej)∑
k eA∗(ak−avek)

13Note that this work used a slightly different combination methodology for historical reasons; other

simulations we have carried out suggest that this does not make much difference.
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where avej is the average output over the training set on the jth emotion, aj is the activity

of the jth emotion (the average of the 11 networks outputs for emotion j for a particular

image), and A is the scale factor. After training for best generalization by early stopping

and cross validation as before, the value for A is determined by finding the minimum least

square error between the outputs of the trained networks and the original response vectors

that come with the Pictures of Facial Affect database (not the human data we gathered

below). A single value of 7.0 for A was determined for all of the network ensembles. By

varying initial random weights, we generated five different network flocks (“subjects”), all

trained on the same data.

To compare the network responses to human responses, we tested human subjects on

a sample of the same images. We tested Anger/Disgust, Anger/Fear, Disgust/Happiness,

Happiness/Fear, Sadness/Disgust, Surprise/Anger, and Surprise/Happiness. Because we an-

ticipated that category boundaries would be located near the middle of a transition between

two emotions, we sampled this region more densely. The following numbers of stimuli were

used: 6 images of each of the original two images (12 images total), 6 images of each of the

two interpolated images closest to each of the two original images (12 images total), and 12

images of each of the remaining 7 interpolated images (84 images total), for a grand total

of 108 stimuli. We showed human subjects these 108 stimuli in randomized order. Subjects

were tested individually with no time limit on a two-alternative forced-choice labeling task

between the endpoint emotion labels. Due to the time-intensive nature of the task, not all

subjects were tested on all emotion transitions. All subjects had corrected-to-normal visual

acuity and had given informed consent to participate in these studies.

Results

In order to compare the behavior of human subjects and networks on the dissolve sequences,

we decided to measure the width of the transition between the endpoint emotion categories.

To do this, we counted the number of images in the dissolve sequence for which the rating on

the endpoint emotion (averaged over subjects) was between 20% (.2 for the networks) and

80% (.8 for the networks). This is a simple measure of how wide the transition is from one

emotion to the other. A narrow transition (low number) corresponds to behavior that has
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been typically labeled as categorical perception, whereas a wide one (high number) does not.

We compared the networks’ numbers to those of the humans (see Table 1), and found using

a two-tailed t-test adjusted for unequal sample sizes (df=15) that the network data were

not significantly different from the human subject data (p > 0.1) for five of the transitions

treated separately. The Surprise/Angry transition, however, was significantly different from

the human data (t = 1.93, p < 0.1). On the seventh transition, we inadvertently used a

sequence to test for which one of the endpoint images (a Disgust image) was not correctly

classified by any of the networks, and thus we had to throw this data out. Unfortunately,

all this statistical analysis shows is that we cannot say that the performance of the two

systems are different—it does not mean that we can now say they are the same!14 Another

shortcoming of this experiment is that we did not test the discriminability of the images

for the human subjects at the transition points versus near the prototypes, a necessary

condition in the standard definition of categorical perception (Harnad, 1987). However, in

the next experiment, we do test the networks’ discrimination of these stimuli and compare

it to humans on similar stimuli.

We can also compare the human and network responses on particular transitions directly.

A (particularly good!) sample graph of this sort is shown for one dissolve sequence in

Figure 14. One obvious difference between the networks and the humans is the amount of

variance at the transition (the larger standard deviation bars are the human data). It is a

curious fact that variance does not seem to be reported often in the categorical perception

of expressions literature. This high variance indicates the possibility that different subjects

place the boundary between categories at different locations along the dissolve sequence.

Discussion of Experiment 1

These results show that a simple neural network classifier can simulate fairly well the human

responses to emotional expressions. While these results are suggestive, they do not address

the complete picture required to assess categorical perception. In particular, we did not

14One might also compute the correlation between the network responses and the human responses. How-

ever, this kind of analysis is mainly useful for model comparison. It is hard to say what one isolated

correlation means.
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TABLE 1. Comparison of networks and humans on dissolve sequences.

Dissolve Sequence Human µ (σ) Network µ (σ) Difference

Anger ↔ Disgust 3.8 (1.4) 3.4 (0.6) t = 0.64, df = 15, p > 0.1

Anger ↔ Fear 3.1 (2.1) 2.4 (0.6) t = 0.72, df = 15, p > 0.1

Happiness ↔ Fear 1.5 (0.8) 2.0 (0.0) t = 1.44, df = 15, p > 0.1

Sadness ↔ Disgust 2.3 (0.5) 2.0 (0.7) t = 0.98, df = 15, p > 0.1

Surprise ↔ Anger 1.5 (0.5) 2.8 (0.7) t = 1.93, df = 15, p = 0.073

Surprise ↔ Happiness 1.7 (1.2) 2.4 (0.6) t = 1.27, df = 15, p > 0.1

Table 1: Comparison of networks and humans on dissolve sequences.
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Figure 14: Comparison of network and human response on the same data.
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measure the discriminability of the stimuli to our network, nor did we model reaction times.

The first is important because categorization results are usually interpreted as “categorical”

when subjects’ discrimination abilities are highest for images straddling the 50% response

point, compared to images next to each other at other points in the transition, for equally

sized steps in physical space. Reaction times also tend to be longer the closer the stimulus is

to the decision boundary (Ashby et al., 1994). In the following experiment we remedy these

omissions.

Experiment 2: Modeling “Megamix”

In one of the most extensive studies with human subjects, Young et al. (1997, henceforth

“Megamix”) show that image-quality morph sequences between six emotional expressions

from the POFA database (Happy, Sad, Afraid, Angry, Surprised, and Disgusted) and “neu-

tral” exhibit categorical behavior. In contrast to Etcoff and Magee’s work, they used photo

quality images instead of line drawings. In contrast to Calder et al., all possible transitions

between expression pairs for a single subject (“JJ”) from the POFA database (including

neutral) were tested. This comprehensive study of human responses to facial expressions

inspired us to assess our model against their data. In the following sections we review the

results from the Megamix study in some detail, describe the application of EMPATH-II to

modeling this data, and present preliminary results.

Description of “Megamix”

The Megamix study is important as it exhaustively examined the transition space between

all six pairs of expressions in the POFA plus “neutral” faces. The study provided the most

in-depth look at how humans classify morph stimuli and their ability to discern differences

within and between class boundaries. Although the stimuli were limited to a single individ-

ual’s expressions (the “JJ” images in the POFA) and a rather coarse step size between the

images along the transition, the amount and kind of data collected was quite large, and is

thus extremely useful.

The focus of the Megamix study was in demonstrating that two dimensional accounts
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of classifying emotions (Russell, 1980) based on a multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) of simi-

larity ratings of expression categories do not adequately account for the observed boundary

behavior between expressions. MDS typically results in a “circumplex” of emotions, a two-

dimensional scaling solution where emotions are arranged around a circle in the scaling space.

Accounts based on this would suggest morphing between pairs of expressions on opposite

sides of the emotion circumplex would pass through a neutral region in the center. On the

contrary, all expression transitions showed categorical behavior, with few intrusions from

other categories (Young et al., 1997).

Thus, the issue is similar to what was discussed in the O’Toole et al. chapter (this

volume)—what are the representational spaces involved for each kind of task? Are the same

spaces used by humans in making similarity judgements also used for category judgements?

While we don’t answer this question here, recent work in our lab with a system very similar

to the one described has shown that the hidden units, when scaled using MDS, give the same

circumplex as the human judgements that accompany the Pictures of Facial Affect database

give when they are scaled using Euclidean distance. Thus, we are on our way to resolving

this issue.

In the current study, we are interested in comparing the reported results of the human

subject experiments in Megamix to the neural network model used in our previous experi-

ments. In Megamix Experiment 1, Young et al. constructed image-quality morphs between

all six of JJ’s emotional expressions. Megamix Experiment 2 added morphs from each expres-

sion prototype to JJ’s neutral image. Step sizes of 90%, 70%, 50%, 30%, and 10% were used

between each pair of endpoints (105 unique images). These were presented in random order

to subjects, who made a 7-way forced choice between the six emotion labels and neutral.

Young et al. also recorded response times (RTs). They found the resulting RT curves were

“scalloped,” with the slowest RTs near the decision boundary and faster RTs with increasing

distance from the decision boundary (Ashby et al., 1994). Examples of the human subject

expression identification response curves and response time curves are given in Figure 15.

In Megamix Experiment 3, subjects were required to discriminate (same/different judg-

ments) simultaneously presented images that were one step away from each other along the

transitions. The subjects showed better discrimination near category boundaries than near
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Figure 15: Example response curves for subjects in Megamix Experiment 2. The expression

sequence is Happiness – Surprise – Fear – Sadness – Disgust – Anger – Happiness. (a)

Expression identification. (b) Response times. Data provided by Andrew Young.
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prototypes, the standard requirement for categorical perception.

We wish to preview here one of the important aspects of our results. Given the above

“laundry list” of requirements for categorical perception, the conclusion is often drawn that

the underlying categories must be based upon discrete representations. We will show that

our network is quite capable of accounting for the results of the Megamix experiment. How-

ever, there is no doubt that the representations used by our neural network are continuous

nonlinear functions of the input features. The “categorical” part of our results are due to the

decision process imposed on top of this continuous representation. We count the “answer”

provided by the network to be the label on the output unit with the maximal activation after

the S-shaped curve of the softmax function is applied. This gives rise, near the boundaries,

to sharp transitions between the categories. Our other response variables, such as reaction

time and discrimination scores, also arise naturally in this setting. Thus one should be care-

ful in interpreting experiments that purport to show categorical perception as showing that

the underlying representations are discrete. Massaro has been making this same point for

years, most recently in (Ellison and Massaro, 1997).

Finally, in Megamix Experiment 4, Young et al. tested the extent to which their subjects

could tell what two emotions were present in the morph images. This is important because,

if the images are perceived categorically, then subjects should be poor at judging what other

emotion is mixed into the image. They asked the subjects to give three responses to an image:

which emotion it was closest to, then the next closest emotion, then the next, scored as 3, 2,

and 1, respectively (the rest of the emotions were given a score of 0). One problem with this

kind of measurement is that intrinsic similarity between certain emotional expressions, e.g.

surprise and fear, could bias the subjects’ response. To control for this effect, the authors

measured these biases by including the prototypes in the experiment. They then subtracted

the subjects’ scores for the “near prototype” from the subjects’ scores for the morphs as the

mix varied from 90% to 50%. Finally, they then averaged these difference scores across all

emotions to obtain the average response to a prototype “being moved towards.” We plot

their results with our model’s results in Figure 20; the figure shows that when the secondary

expression (the “far prototype”) in a morph is 30% or 50% present, subjects are sensitive to

its presence, giving it a significantly higher score than the unrelated expressions.
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Methods

We were unable to obtain the actual morph sequences used in the Megamix experiments,

so in this preliminary study we use previously developed dissolve sequences for testing the

transition behavior between expression pairs. The disadvantage of dissolves is that in some

transitions, artifacts (multiple features) appear. On the other hand, dissolves have at least

two advantages: (a) they are simple to create, and (b) they are truly linear in image space,

unlike actual morphs. Hence we could make a claim that we are actually varying a physical

quantity literally (albeit in a high dimensional space), as in studies of categorical perception

of colors or sounds (indeed, Busey, 1998, has shown that perceptually, facial morph space is

curved). Figure 16 shows dissolves for the human response curves displayed in Figure 15.

The endpoints of the transitions are the same prototypical JJ faces used in Megamix.

Our model is the best-performing EMPATH-II classifier, which used projection of seven

64× 64-pixel eye/mouth regions onto the top 50 local principal component eigenvectors (see

Figures 7 and 9) as its face image representation. The training patterns consisted of 102

images of thirteen subjects (five male, eight female) from the POFA database (not including

male subject JJ, the one used in Megamix for testing human subjects, who we reserve

as a “novel” subject for the network)15 These included images of faces portraying all six

expressions plus thirteen neutral images.

Our network model of a “subject” consists of an ensemble of five individual neural net-

works, each trained on a different subset of the entire training set. We use a smaller ensemble

size than in previous experiments to introduce more variability into the subject pool. As

before, at test time, the outputs of an ensemble’s members are combined by softmaxing their

output vectors (Equation 4) then averaging.

Within an ensemble, the individual networks have 350 inputs, 10 logistic hidden units,

and 6 logistic output units, one for each emotion. Each individual network is actually trained

on 10 randomly-chosen examples of each expression plus neutral (70 patterns) leaving the

rest of the training set (32 patterns) as a hold-out set to stop training. In contrast to the

15The POFA database is unbalanced, in that not all subjects have all expressions represented in the

database, and some have multiple occurrences of some expressions. Hence the number of images is not 13

times 7, or 91.
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Happiness Surprise

Surprise Fear

Fear Sadness

Sadness Disgust

Disgust Anger

Anger Happiness

Figure 16: Example dissolve sequences of subject JJ from the POFA database. The six

transitions reported in Megamix Experiment 2 are shown. The image sequences are linearly

interpolated between the two database images at each extreme. Each sequence shows the

prototypes at the extremes and the 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% mixes between them.
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previous EMPATH-II experiments, in which the teaching signal was the human response

vector for each image, in this study the networks are trained to produce binary outputs —

a “1” for the putative expression being portrayed and a “0” for the other five outputs. We

have found that teaching networks to recognize neutral as a class does not generalize well.

Instead, we teach the networks that the neutral faces are a lack of an emotion class, or the

vector [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]T .

We trained 40 such network ensemble “subjects” and threw out those ensembles that

did not generalize with 100% accuracy to the six expression prototypes, leaving 26 ensemble

subjects.16 The output values from the ensemble networks are used to generate expression

identification responses to a given stimulus input, corresponding to a button press in the

Megamix study. The highest output value for a particular input image is considered to

be the emotion label of the button pressed. To model a “neutral” response given that the

network has only six outputs, we compare the variance of the six outputs to a threshold and

respond “neutral” when the variance is below threshold—since the sum of the ensemble’s

output is always 1, a low-variance output vector best signals uncertainty. In this preliminary

work, we set an ensemble’s variance threshold to a value slightly larger than its variance on

the “neutral” JJ prototype. This is the only parameter we currently fit to the JJ data.

In addition to identification responses, we can also extract response times from our model.

A standard measure of reaction time for a feed-forward neural network is to assume that

RT is proportional to the output error (Seidenberg and McClelland, 1989). In the model’s

case, since there is no predetermined correct response to the dissolve images, we simply use

the difference between the maximum output (corresponding to the network’s response, see

above), and the maximum possible output (1.0). Thus, the more uncertain the maximum

response is (the farther from 1.0), the slower the RT. Since neutral is currently a special

case, we do not model reaction time for a neutral response.

One point here that should be obvious is that this measure of reaction time will naturally

lead to response times that are slower near the boundary between expression categories (as

in the human data). This is because, by definition, the boundary is where the network is

shifting its classification from one category to another. This then means that the network

16Not all subjects generalize perfectly because the number of networks per ensemble is so small.
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output for the category on one side of the boundary is decreasing, while the output for the

category on the other side of the boundary is increasing. Thus the maximal response will

be lower than it is for a good example of the category. Thus, it should be no surprise when

we show that the networks’ responses show the same “scalloping” as the human subjects.

However, the use of uncertainty in the response is independently motivated by previous

work (Seidenberg and McClelland, 1989), and the observation that if a decision were being

made by the subject, outputs that are weaker should naturally lead to longer reaction times.

Indeed, we see this as a virtue of our approach that this result is simple to obtain.

To model the discriminability of a pair of stimuli as measured in Megamix Experiment

3, we suppose discriminability is based upon similarity. The more similar two stimuli are,

the less discriminable they will be. We can think of similarity as deriving from the gestalt

of the output of the network in this experiment.17 Our similarity measure is the correlation

between the output vector for stimulus i and stimulus j, rij. Our dissimilarity measure is then

dij = 1−rij. Note that dij only makes sense as a measure of perceptual discriminability when

the two stimuli are different images in the same expression transition sequence, because the

exact same expression on two totally different faces could admit identical ensemble network

output vectors. However, in this context, it is sufficient.

Again, it should be apparent that using this measure of discriminability will naturally

lead to higher discriminability at the category boundaries, since this is where the outputs

are changing most rapidly. Hence the correlation between the outputs will be lower, and

discriminability will be higher. This is consistent with the basic tenets of categorical per-

ception: since the stimuli are being “perceived” as different categories, they should be more

discriminable. However, our measure does not assume that the actual categorization step

(choosing the maximum response) has occurred! Hence this gives rise to a somewhat different

explanation of the results.

Finally, to model the ranking of “closest emotions” given by the subjects in Experiment

4, we simply rank the corresponding emotion outputs in an ensemble’s output vector.

17One could also use the hidden layer representation. We believe the results would be similar.
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Figure 17: Average response of 26 ensemble networks to the same transitions displayed in

Figure 15.

Results

Expression identification The first analysis examines the average response curves (per-

centage of subjects giving a particular labeling to a stimulus) as the mixture of two emotion

prototypes varies. The stimuli presented to both the neural network model and the human

subjects were novel transitional faces. An example of the average response of the 26 ensem-

ble networks to the Happiness – Surprise – Fear – Sadness – Disgust – Anger – Happiness

transition series is presented in Figure 17, which can be compared directly with the human

data in Figure 15a.

The most striking feature found in both the ensemble model and the subjects’ responses

is very sharp transition regions from expression to expression across the sequence. This is

true for all human transitions, including those not shown. For the model, the transition

behavior was also sharp. However, at some points in some transitions, the most prominent

emotion is not either of the prototypes involved in the transition. For instance, Figure 17

shows that Sadness intrudes upon the Anger–Happiness transition. Defining an intrusion

as a point where the model identifies some unrelated expression more strongly than either

of the mixed expressions for a given transition, we found that (a) Sadness intrudes on the

Anger–Happiness transition (shown in Figure 17), (b) neutral intrudes on the Happiness–Fear

transition, (c) Fear intrudes on the Sadness–Surprise transition, and (d) neutral intrudes on

the Surprise–Disgust transition. Thus four of the 15 transitions between pairs of expressions

show an intrusion by an unrelated expression.
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Figure 18: Model response times. See text for details on extracting response times from

a network ensemble’s output. The model RTs show the same “scalloped” pattern as in

Megamix Experiment 2, with faster response near the prototypes and slower response further

from the prototypes. The spurious Sadness RTs near Anger reflect the intrusions of Sadness

around Anger in Figure 17.

We attribute intrusions like these to our use of dissolve sequences rather than image-

quality morphs. Since dissolves are pure weighted averages, and morphs are inherently

nonlinear, it makes sense that some mixes may actually resemble prototypes not actually

involved in the mix. We plan on rerunning the experiment with image-quality morphs

(currently under construction) to eliminate this possible confound.

Response times Young et al. found that subjects’ response times were scalloped, with

faster RTs near prototype expressions and slower RTs further from prototypes. The graph

in Figure 18 shows our model’s simulated reaction times for the same expression transition

sequence previously shown in Figure 17. Given a stimulus s, for each emotion e that 23% or

more of the network “subjects” identified in the stimulus, we plot the average response time

for those subjects identifying emotion e in stimulus s (23% was the cutoff used in Megamix).

The model’s RT curves show the same scalloped pattern as the human RT curves in Megamix

Experiment 2 (Figure 15b).

Discriminability In Megamix Experiment 3, Young et al. found that subjects were sig-

nificantly better at discriminating pairs of stimuli near expression category boundaries than

they were at discriminating pairs of stimuli closer to expression prototypes. Figure 19 shows
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an example of the discriminability of pairs of stimuli close to and far away from expression

prototypes in our model. The curves demonstrate that for the Sadness – Disgust transition,

as in the human data, the model is most sensitive to stimulus changes near the bound-

ary. To test this more formally, over all expression transitions, we found that the mean

discriminability between stimulus pairs near prototypes (10% vs. 30% and 70% vs. 90%) is

0.04056 and that the mean discriminability between stimulus pairs closer to the transitions

(30% vs. 50% and 50% vs. 70%) is 0.06237. The difference between the means is significant

(z = 10.9, p < 0.001). The same contrast was significant in Megamix Experiment 4, for both

a sequential discrimination (ABX) and a simultaneous discrimination (same-different) task.

Mixed-in expression identification Megamix Experiments 1–3 strongly support the

notion that emotional expressions are perceived categorically. In Experiment 4, Young et al.

considered to what extent subjects were nevertheless sensitive to the second category mixed

into a morph image. For example, can the subjects perceive the anger in a 90% happy/10%

angry morph, even though they respond “happy” to the image? As described earlier, the

authors asked their subjects to give three responses to an image: which expression it is

closest to, then the next closest expression, then the next. They scored the three responses

as 3, 2, and 1, and subtracted off the average score for the dominant prototype as described

earlier. These difference scores were then averaged across subjects for the “prototype being

moved towards” (they call this the “far prototype”). The scores for the other four unrelated

emotion categories (those not represented in the morph) were averaged together as well.

These two scores were then averaged across all transitions, and plotted. The human data is

shown as the dashed lines in Figure 20.

We used the same methodology for our networks, using the rank order of the network

outputs to extract scores. The results are shown in Figure 20 as the solid lines. The

unfilled circles and squares show the difference scores for the four emotions not represented

in the dissolves or morphs. The network’s behavior is very similar to that of the humans.

The unrelated expressions consistently score near 0, indicating that neither the humans nor

the networks false alarm on the morphs/dissolves more than one would expect given the

intrinsic similarity of JJ’s prototypical expressions. The “far prototype,” on the other hand,
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Figure 19: Discriminability of stimuli near a transition. (a) A closeup of the identification

of emotions in the Sadness to Disgust transition. (b) Model discriminability of pairs of

stimuli at 10% increments along the Sadness to Disgust transition, averaged across network

ensembles. Discriminability is modeled as dij = 1 − rij where rij is correlation between the

ensemble outputs for stimulus i and stimulus j.
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is detected increasingly more reliably as its presence in the mix increases. The model is

somewhat more sensitive to the secondary expression than the humans are; this may be

attributable to the difference in stimuli.

Discussion of Experiment 2

We have shown that a feed forward neural network model using a feature based representation

of the face (projections of feature regions on a fixed filter set) accounts for the observations

found in the human study. Specifically, the models exhibit categorical responses: sharp

transitions in the response curves and higher discrimination across category boundaries.

The scallop shape in the human RTs was also modeled by the same network. In addition,

the models show a very good match to the human subjects’ sensitivity to the non-dominant

prototype being mixed into the images. Unlike the classical account of categorical perception,

humans were able to make intra-categorical distinctions, and these results were reflected in

the model as well.

As we discussed earlier, this result is consistent with Massaro’s view that so-called “cat-

egorical perception” can be simply explained as the result of a decision process imposed

upon an underlying continuous representational system (Massaro, 1987). In our model, the

underlying continuous representation can be accessed at several levels in the model – the

input, hidden, and output layers. At the output level, the sharp changes at the boundaries

between categories are a natural consequence of the “soft competition” aspect of the soft-

max function. As the evidence for one category wanes, and the evidence for another waxes,

this is reflected in a smooth, but steep, shift in the outputs for those two categories. Like-

wise, using the difference from the maximal output as our reaction time variable naturally

leads to slower reaction times near the boundaries, where the evidence for each category is

weakest. A similar story may be told for the discrimination scores. Thus, we have all of

the “hallmarks” of categorical perception, but nowhere in the model is there a discrete set

of categories. Indeed, our model is also consistent with the non-categorical aspect of the

results, as is demonstrated forcefully in Figure 20.

The main point of departure between our model and the human data is intrusions of

unrelated expressions into four of the 15 transitions between expression pairs. As we stated
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Figure 20: This graph compares the neural network model and human scores from the

Megamix study, computed by the same method. The plots represent the average rating

subjects give to the emotion in a face as it falls further from a given anchor prototype (see

text for details). The emotions are lumped into two classes, the related emotion (the one

being mixed with the prototype) and the unrelated emotions. Both the neural network model

and the human subjects exhibit a steep rise in prominence for the related emotion with no

detectable increase for unrelated emotions. Human data estimated from graph in Young et

al. (1997).
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earlier, one likely reason for this difference is the way in which we constructed our transitions;

simple pixel averages may be more easily confused with unrelated expressions than true

morphs, which certainly do not fall on straight lines in pixel space (since morphing is a highly

nonlinear operation) and also may not fall on straight lines in perceptual space (Busey, 1998).

We plan to test this conjecture by applying our model to image-quality morphs in future

work.

Unfortunately, we were unable to obtain the Megamix data for individual subjects, or

even the average data in some cases. This prevented us from doing detailed statistical

comparisons of our model with the Megamix data. Future work will include replications of

the Megamix experiments, allowing more detailed comparisons between the model and data.

We also have planned experiments suggested by the model. For example, we expect that

training on certain categories of emotion more frequently than others will lead to shifts in

transition points and steepening of category boundaries.

Given the way we extracted our response variables from the network, modelers may object

that, of course the results would come out this way. For example, because the output vector

is changing the most at category boundaries, our measure of discrimination will be highest

there. In other words, it is “embarrassingly easy” to account for these results. Rather

than an embarrassment, we suggest that the model is therefore a natural explanation of the

phenomenon of categorical perception of facial expressions.

The reason that the neural network shows categorical perception is simple. Early in

training, the network has small weights, which will result in shallow boundaries between the

classes. As learning progresses, the weight sizes will increase, which sharpens the boundaries

between the categories. Thus the region of ambiguity is shortened. However, different

exemplars give different results. Easily identified emotions, as in the JJ images, give rise

to steeper response changes than morphs between other subjects whose portrayals are not

as pronounced. This is in agreement with other studies (Beale and Keil, 1995b) that show

familiarity with the endpoints determines the steepness of the transition in human subjects.
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Conclusions

The main suggestion of this chapter is that the first order features underlying facial expression

recognition are local, rigidly placed, untuned features. This falls in the “LRU” corner of the

cube in Figure 1, one that (apparently) has been unexplored in face identification systems.

Again, this means that the features are small in extent relative to the image, they are placed

in the same location (not slid into a “best fit” location), and are not developed in the service

of the task. Specifically for our model, this means that the features were small relative to

the faces, that is, they were of the order of an eye in size, they were placed in the same

position in every image (with the facial images normalized with respect to eye and mouth

position), and they were obtained by principal components analysis of random patches from

the image.

These first order features are not holistic, as they are not affected by features that would

usually be considered contextual. As an example, the left eye features would not be affected

by a distortion of the position of the right eye (for example, sliding it up) in the image.18

Obviously, such a distortion would have an impact on our expression recognition system,

with its rigidly-placed features, but presumably there would still be enough information

from the one eye in alignment with the feature detectors to solve the problem.

The other features we tested, which did not generalize as well, were eigenfaces and

eigeneyes. These fall in the LRS and GRS corners of the cube. Eigenfaces could legiti-

mately be considered “holistic”, while eigenfeatures are not. We believe the reasons these

features did not perform as well is because eigeneyes and eigenmouths code for both iden-

tity and expression, and identity information is noise with respect to expression recognition.

The local PCA features, on the other hand, may also transmit identity information, but

do it such a way that this noise is more easily filtered out by the rest of the network. As

further evidence for this claim, consider another kind of untuned feature, Gabor filters. We

have recently shown that these perform as well as local PCA in the expression recognition

task (Dailey and Cottrell, 1999). This generalizes the results reported in this chapter to

18A one-eye position distortion makes an image look bizarre to normal subjects, while a two-eye movement

makes a familiar face unrecognizable. How these distortions would affect facial expression recognition is

unknown.
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another example (perhaps more biologically realistic) of an untuned feature. Finally, we

have not explored the final corner of the top of the cube, the global, rigidly-placed, untuned

features (GRU). An example of such a feature would be Fourier components of the whole

image.

We also have not explored the lower face of the cube, where features are adaptively placed

on the face. One could view our normalization of the images in advance, to keep eye location

and mouth location in the same place, as adapting the image to the feature location. The

other way around is possibly more realistic, perhaps implemented by eye movements. We do

not know of any research in expression recognition that does not allow the subject adequate

time to make eye movements. Hence it is unclear what the performance of human subjects

on the expression recognition task would be without eye movements.

The case we make here, that local untuned features are the best for expression recognition,

suggests that this process taps a lower level set of features than face recognition does. If face

recognition is using holistic features, then these would presumably be computed from local

features. Disrupting the configuration of these would disrupt the face recognition process.

However, if expression recognition “skips” a level, going straight to a categorization process,

then configural changes may have less of an effect on expression recognition (but see the

discussion below).

In the beginning of this chapter, we also described recent conjectures that face processing

is “holistic” in nature. It is clear from this discussion that what we conceive of as holistic may

need expansion. Generally, the term holistic is used to refer to a system that is sensitive

to configural properties of the stimulus and displays context-dependent interpretation of

the parts (Farah et al., 1998). Two of the prominent engineering-oriented face recognition

systems we discussed, the USC system and the MIT system, display such characteristics,

and suggest different ways in which this kind of phenomenon might occur. In the USC

system, moving one of the components of the matching graph towards a better fit pulls on

the other components. Thus, at least the matching process over one part of the face changes

the response to other parts nearby. For the MIT system that uses the characteristics of

mappings between intensity surfaces, changing a nose will change the intensity surface, and

this may change the transformation from a reference intensity surface in a non-local manner.
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These systems need to be tested on the stimuli used in psychological experiments, as others

have suggested (Biederman and Kalocsai, 1998). This is the approach we have taken here

in the context of expression recognition.

Given that we have stated that, for expression recognition, local features are the best,

should we then conclude that our model does not use “holistic” features? Again, although

we have resisted precise definition of this term, the phrase configurational properties keeps

cropping up. Recall that we restricted our discussion of features to first order features – ones

computed directly from the input. First order features such as eigenfaces are ones that could

be called holistic at that level. Another way a system can be sensitive to configurational

information is if it uses second order features, computed from first order features, that

respond differently to different configurations of the first order features. This can certainly

happen even when the first order features are local. Indeed, the visual cortex is characterized

by larger receptive fields the farther upstream one goes from V1. The casual observer might

note that at the hidden unit level, we have second order features whose “receptive fields”

span the entire input. These may then respond to configurational information at the input

level. This is a hypothesis that requires testing. For example, it may turn out that through

training, there are hidden units that differentially respond to information around the eyes

independently from variation around the mouth (Ellison and Massaro, 1997; Movellan and

McClelland, 2000). This would represent a relatively non-holistic representation, consistent

with work showing that human subjects process this information relatively independently.

Or, it may turn out that all hidden units are sensitive to variation anywhere on the face.

This would mean holistic processing, by the “context sensitive configural” definition, but

would apparently deviate from the available data (Ellison and Massaro, 1997).

In any case, given a working computational model of the task, it is clear that we can

investigate this model in ways that we cannot currently investigate human subjects. Pat-

tern recognition models allow for the kind of analysis suggested in the previous paragraph.

They play a role as both an intuition pump, and as a system in which our ideas concerning

the term “holistic,” and other theoretical issues, such as the nature of so-called “categori-

cal perception,” may be sharpened and tested. Indeed, our ability to obtain results taken

to be consistent with categorical perception using a model with continuous representations
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demonstrates that we need different criteria for assessing whether perception is indeed “cat-

egorical.”

Finally, models such as ours make predictions that can be tested in new experiments. We

hope to carry out some of these experiments ourselves in order to validate or disprove our

model. The idea that so-called “categorical perception” of higher level categories could be a

learned phenomenon has appeared previously in the literature (Beale and Keil, 1995b). Our

model shows that it can be learned. We plan to use the model to make specific predictions

concerning how standard variables such as frequency and age of acquisition will affect the

shape of the final categories.
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